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1. Introduction 

1.1. General 

1.1.1. These Standing financial instructions are issued in accordance with the Financial 
Directions issued by the Secretary of State under the provisions of the National 
Health Service Act 2006 (as amended), for the regulation of the conduct of NHS 
Resolution in relation to all financial matters. They have effect as part of the 
Standing Orders of the Board of NHS Resolution. 

1.1.2. These SFI's detail the financial responsibilities, policies and procedures to be 
adopted by NHS Resolution. They are designed to ensure that its financial 
transactions are carried out in accordance with the law and Government policy in 
order to achieve probity, accuracy, economy, efficiency and effectiveness. 

1.1.3. These SFIs identify the financial responsibilities that apply to everyone working 
for NHS Resolution. They do not provide detailed procedural advice and should 
be read in conjunction with the detailed departmental and financial procedure 
notes. The user of these SFIs must also take into account relevant prevailing 
Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC) and/or Treasury instructions. 

1.1.4. Should any difficulties arise regarding the interpretation or application of any of 
the SFI’s then the advice of the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning must 
be sought before acting. The user of these SFIs should also be familiar with and 
comply with NHS Resolution’s Standing Orders (SO). 

1.1.5. Failure to comply with SFIs and SOs can, in certain circumstances, be regarded 
as a disciplinary matter that could result in dismissal. 

1.1.6. If for any reason these SFIs are not complied with full details of the non-
compliance and any justification for non-compliance and the circumstances 
around the non-compliance shall be reported to the next formal meeting of the 
Audit Committee for referring action or ratification. All members of the Board and 
all staff have a duty to disclose any non-compliance with these SFIs to the 
Director of Finance and Corporate Planning as soon as possible. 

1.2. Terminology 
 
1.2.1. Any expression to which a meaning is given in Health Service Acts, or in the 

Financial Directions made under the Act, shall have the same meaning in these 
instructions; and 

- Board - the Board of NHS Resolution; 

- Budget - a resource, expressed in financial terms, proposed by NHS 
Resolution for the purpose of carrying out, for a specific period, any or all of 
the functions of NHS Resolution; 

- Chief Executive - the chief officer of NHS Resolution;  
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- Director of Finance and Corporate Planning - the chief financial officer of 
NHS Resolution  

- Budget Holder - the director or employee with delegated NHS Resolution to 
manage finances for a specific area of the organisation 

- Legal Adviser - any properly qualified person or persons appointed by NHS 
Resolution to provide legal advice. 

- Board Member - the Chairperson or any Member of NHS Resolution Board 

- Executive Directors - the Chief Executive, Director of Finance and 
Corporate Planning, Director of Safety and Learning, Director of Practitioner 
Performance Advice, or any Member who acts in an executive capacity from 
time to time. 

- Virement –  transfer of budget from one budget line to another 

1.2.2. Wherever the title Chief Executive, Director of Finance and Corporate Planning, 
or other nominated officer is used in these instructions, it shall be deemed to 
include such other director or employees who have been duly authorised in 
writing to represent them. 

1.2.3. Wherever the term “employee” is used in these instructions it shall be deemed to 
include employees of third parties contracted to NHS Resolution when acting on 
behalf of NHS Resolution. 

1.3. Responsibilities and Delegation 
 
1.3.1. The Board exercises financial supervision and control by:  

- considering and agreeing if appropriate the financial strategy proposed by 
the Executives 

- considering and approving if appropriate NHS Resolution’s budgets 

- approving significant changes to the Organisational Structure and the 
allocation of responsibilities 

- fulfilling those responsibilities as set out in NHS Resolution Framework 
Document 

1.3.2. NHS Resolution will delegate responsibility for the performance of its functions in 
accordance with Standing Orders. 

1.3.3. Within the SFI’s, the Chief Executive is accountable to the Board for ensuring that 
NHS Resolution meets its obligation to perform its functions within the available 
financial resources. The Chief Executive has overall responsibility for the 
performance of NHS Resolution’s activities. 
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1.3.4. It is a duty of the Executive Directors to ensure that employees, members of the 
Board and all new appointees are notified of and understand their responsibilities 
under these Instructions and the implications for failing to follow them. 

1.3.5. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning will have overall responsibility for 
financial management and input to policies, plans and advice to the Board. 

1.3.6. A review of the assurance map of finance processes will be undertaken annually 
and signed off by the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning 
 

1.3.7. All members of the Board and employees, severally and collectively, are 
responsible for: 

- the security of the property of NHS Resolution; 

- avoiding loss; 

- exercising economy and efficiency in the use of resources; 

- conforming with the requirements of Standing orders, Standing financial 
instructions and Financial Procedures. 

1.3.8. Any contractor or employee of a contractor who is empowered by NHS 
Resolution to commit NHS Resolution to expenditure or who is authorised to 
obtain income shall be covered by these instructions. It is the responsibility of any 
Director or Officer exercising proper authority to ensure that such persons are 
made aware of this. 

1.3.9. For all members of the Board and any employees who carry out a financial 
function, the form in which financial records are kept and the manner in which 
members of the Board and employees discharge their duties must be to the 
satisfaction of the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning. 

2. Audit 

2.1. Audit Committee 

The Board has established an Audit and Risk Committee to support them in their 
responsibilities for issues of risk, control and governance by reviewing the 
comprehensiveness, reliability and integrity of assurances in relation to the financial 
statements and the system of internal control. 
For detailed information on the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee’s role and 
responsibilities, please refer to the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee Terms of 
Reference (available on NHS Resolution intranet). 
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2.2. Director of Finance and Corporate Planning 
 
2.2.1. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning is responsible for: 

- ensuring there are arrangements to review, evaluate and report on the 
effectiveness of internal financial control including the establishment of an 
effective Internal Audit function; 

- ensuring that the Internal Audit is adequate and meets the mandatory audit 
standards; 

- deciding at what stage to involve the police in cases of misappropriation and 
other irregularities not involving fraud or corruption. In cases when these 
irregularities do involve fraud and corruption, NHS Resolution Anti Fraud, 
Bribery and Corruption Policy must be referred to for detailed guidance on 
the appropriate course of action; 

- ensuring that an annual internal audit report is prepared for the consideration 
of the Audit Committee and the Board. The report must cover: 

• a clear opinion on the effectiveness of internal control in accordance with 
current assurance framework guidance issued by the DHSC including for 
example compliance with control criteria and standards; 

• major internal financial control weaknesses discovered; 

• progress on the implementation of internal audit recommendations; 

• progress against plan over the previous year; 

• strategic audit plan covering the coming three years 

• a detailed plan for the coming year 

2.2.2. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning or designated auditors are 
entitled without necessarily giving prior notice to require and receive: 

- access to all records, documents and correspondence relating to any 
financial or other relevant transactions, including documents of a confidential 
nature; 

- access at all reasonable times to any land, premises or members of the 
Board or employee of NHS Resolution; 

- the production of any cash, stores or other property of NHS Resolution under 
a member of the Board or an employee's control; 

- explanations concerning any matter under investigation. 

2.3. Internal Audit 
 

2.3.1. NHS Resolution shall appoint a Head of Internal Audit who will have overall 
responsibility for the internal audit function.  
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2.3.2. The terms of reference of the Internal Audit Service are to review, appraise and 
report to management upon 

- the extent of compliance with, and the financial effect of, relevant established 
policies, plans and procedures; 

- the adequacy and application of financial and other related management 
controls; 

- the suitability of financial and other related management data; 

- the extent to which NHS Resolution’s assets and interests are accounted for 
and safeguarded from loss of any kind, arising from: 

• fraud and other offences; 

• waste, extravagance, inefficient administration; 

• poor value for money or other causes. 

- the adequacy of follow-up action to Audit reports. 

- Internal Audit may also independently verify the Assurance Framework 
statements in accordance with guidance from DHSC 

2.3.3. The Head of Internal Audit (HIA) will agree an audit plan with the Director of 
Finance and Corporate Planning, for agreement by the Chief Executive, and will 
present it to the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee for approval. The 
agreement must be in writing and must comply with the guidance on reporting 
contained in the Internal Audit Standards  

2.3.4. The HIA will issue a progress report on the audit plan at regular intervals for 
review by the Audit and Risk Committee. 

2.3.5. Whenever any matter arises which involves, or is thought to involve, irregularities 
concerning cash, stores, or other property or any suspected irregularity in the 
exercise of any function of a pecuniary nature, the Director of Finance and 
Corporate Planning must be notified immediately. 

2.3.6. The Head of Internal Audit will normally attend Audit Committee meetings and 
has a right of access to all Audit Committee members, the Chairperson and Chief 
Executive of NHS Resolution. 

2.3.7. The Head of Internal Audit shall be accountable to the Director of Finance and 
Corporate Planning. The Head of Internal Audit can, however, raise any concerns 
with the Chief Executive as Accounting Officer in order to maintain independence 
of the internal audit function. The programme for internal audit must be agreed 
between the Chief Executive, the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning, the 
Audit and Risk Committee and the Head of Internal Audit. 
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2.3.8. The Head of Internal Audit shall co-ordinate internal audit plans and activities with 
line managers, external audit and other review agencies to ensure the most 
effective audit coverage is achieved and duplication of effort is minimised 

2.4. External Audit 

2.4.1. The Comptroller and Auditor General has appointed the National Audit Office as 
NHS Resolution’s external auditor. The National Audit Office’s powers to obtain 
documents and information were consolidated in the NAO Act 1983. This 
legislation provides that the Comptroller and Auditor General shall have a right of 
access at all reasonable times to all such documents as they may reasonably 
require for carrying out examination and shall be entitled to require from any 
person holding or accountable for any such document such information and 
explanation as are reasonably necessary for that purpose. 

2.4.2. These rights of access extend to the annual audit of all systems, establishments 
and processes associated with NHS Resolution’s functions. 

2.4.3. The External Auditor is invited to attend Audit and Risk Committee. 

2.5. Fraud and Corruption 
 
2.5.1. The Chief Executive as Accounting Officer has overall responsibility for ensuring 

that there is a sound system of internal control (e.g. procedures, guidance notes 
and effective supervision) to minimise the opportunities for fraud and corruption 
within the day-to-day business of NHS Resolution and its contractors. This 
responsibility extends to ensuring that policies and procedures for all work related 
to fraud and bribery are implemented and the findings from investigations and 
proactive counter fraud work are acted upon accordingly. 

2.5.2. Fraud is defined as any person who dishonestly makes a false representation to 
make a gain for themselves or another, or who dishonestly fails to disclose to 
another person information which he is under a legal duty to disclose, or commits 
fraud by abuse of position including any offence as defined in the Fraud Act 2006. 
 

2.5.3. Bribery as defined by the Bribery Act 2010 is the giving or receiving a financial or 
other advantage in connection with the "improper performance" of a position of 
trust, or a function that is expected to be performed impartially or in good faith. 
Where the organisation is engaged in commercial activity, it could be considered 
guilty of a corporate bribery offence. If an employee, agent, subsidiary or any 
other person acting on its behalf bribes another person, intending to obtain or 
retain business or an advantage in the conduct of business for the organisation 
and it cannot demonstrate that it has adequate procedures in place to prevent 
such.  

2.5.4. NHS Resolution shall nominate a suitable person to carry out the duties of the 
Local Counter Fraud Specialist as specified by the DHSC Countering Fraud in the 
NHS guidance. All instances of potential fraud and bribery must be reported to 
the Local Counter Fraud Specialist. The Director of Finance and Corporate 
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Planning must inform the Local Counter Fraud Specialist if a referral is made 
directly to them. 

2.5.5. The Local Counter Fraud Specialist shall report to the NHS Resolution Director of 
Finance and Corporate Planning. The Local Counter Fraud Specialist will provide 
a written report, at least annually, on counter fraud work within NHS Resolution. 
The Local Counter Fraud Specialist will attend Audit and Risk Committee 
meetings as required and will present the relevant reports. 

3. Resource and cash limit control 

3.1. Unless otherwise agreed, NHS Resolution will be given an annual Revenue 
Resource, Capital Resource and Cash Limit allocation from DHSC 

3.1.1. The total revenue spending of NHS Resolution must not exceed the total revenue 
resource limit control set by the Secretary of State for that year. 

3.1.2. In any financial year, the total capital spending of NHS Resolution must not 
exceed the total capital resource limit control set by the Secretary of State for that 
year. 

3.1.3. In any given year the cash usage of NHS Resolution must not exceed the cash 
limit (allotment) plus any payments received which are used to offset expenditure 
that would have otherwise scored against this limit. 

As Accounting Officer, the Chief Executive has overall executive responsibility for NHS 
Resolution's activities and is responsible to the Principal Accounting Officer and to 
Parliament for ensuring that NHS Resolution stays within its limits. 

3.2. On behalf of the Accounting Officer, the Director of Finance and Corporate 
Planning will: 

3.2.1. provide reports in the form required by the Secretary of State and requested by 
DHSC 

3.2.2. ensure money drawn from DHSC against Cash limit is required for approved 
expenditure only, and is drawn only at the time of need, following best practice as 
set out in ‘Cash Management in the NHS’; 

3.2.3. be responsible for ensuring that an adequate system of monitoring financial 
performance is in place to enable NHS Resolution to fulfill its statutory 
responsibility not to exceed its Annual Revenue and Capital Resource Limits and 
Cash limit. 
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4. Funding, Business plan, budgetary control and monitoring 

NHS Resolution has a responsibility to prepare and submit financial plans in accordance 
with the requirements of DHSC. It shall perform its functions within the total of funds 
allocated or approved by the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care allowing for any 
planned changes in working balances during the year. All plans, financial approvals and 
control systems shall be designed to meet this obligation 

4.1. Funding 

4.1.1. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning of NHS Resolution will: 

• periodically review the basis and assumptions used for distributing allocations 
and, through consideration at the Reserving and Pricing Committee, ensure 
that these are reasonable and realistic and secure NHS Resolution’s 
entitlement to funds. 

• periodically review actuarial estimates for setting scheme contributions (for 
approval by the Reserving and Pricing Committee) 

• prior to the start of each financial year submit to the Board for noting a report 
showing the total scheme contribution requirements 

• regularly update the Board on significant changes to the initial 
allocation/contributions and the uses of such funds. 

4.1.2. The Reserving and Pricing Committee is constituted as a sub-committee of the 
NHS Resolution Board. Its purpose is to:  

• Determine, on the basis of the evidence and advice available, the most 
appropriate methodology and practice, modelling methodologies, assumptions 
and outputs to be used in reserving and pricing; and  

• To provide assurance to the Board that these are appropriate.  
• For detailed information on the Reserving and Pricing Committee’s role and 

responsibilities, please refer to the Reserving and Pricing Committee Terms of 
Reference (available on NHS Resolution intranet). 

4.2. Business plan 

4.2.1. The Chief Executive will compile and submit to the Board an annual business 
plan which takes into account financial targets and forecast limits of available 
resources. The annual business plan will: 

• contain a statement of the significant assumptions on which the plan is based; 
• contain details of major changes in workload, delivery of services and 

resources required to achieve the plan. 
• meet with guidance and timetables set by DHSC. 
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4.3. Budgets 

4.3.1. Prior to the start of the financial year the Director of Finance and Corporate 
Planning will, on behalf of the Chief Executive, prepare and submit budgets for 
approval by the Board. 

4.3.2. Such budgets will: 

• be in accordance with the aims and objectives set out in the annual business 
plan 

• accordance with workload and staffing plans 
• be in line with the agreed corporate strategy 
• be produced following discussion with appropriate budget holders 
• be prepared within the limits of available funds 
• identify potential risks. 

4.3.3. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning shall monitor financial 
performance against budget and plan, and report to the Board. 

4.3.4. All budget holders must provide information as required by the Director of 
Finance and Corporate Planning to enable robust budgets to be set 

4.3.5. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning has a responsibility to ensure 
that adequate training and support is provided on an on-going basis to budget 
holders to help them manage their financial obligations. 

4.4. Delegated budgets 

4.4.1. The Chief Executive may delegate the management of a budget to permit the 
performance of a defined range of activities. This delegation must be in writing 
and be accompanied by a clear definition of: 

• the amount of budget 
• the purpose(s) of each budget heading; 
• individual and group responsibilities; 
• achievement of planned levels of service; 
• the provision of regular reports. 

4.4.2. Budgets must not be exceeded without the prior approval of the Chief Executive 
or Director of Finance and Corporate Planning. 

4.4.3. Any budgeted funds not required for their designated purpose(s) revert to the 
immediate control of the Chief Executive, subject to any authorised use of 
virement. 

4.4.4. Non-recurring budgets should not be used to finance recurring expenditure 
without approval in writing by the Chief Executive.   
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4.5. Budgetary control and reporting 

4.5.1. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning will devise and maintain systems 
of budgetary control. These will include: 

• regular financial reports to the Board in a form approved by the Board 
containing: 
- income and expenditure to date; 
- movements in provisions; 
- capital project spend; 
- explanations of any material variances from plan; 
- details of any corrective action where necessary and the Chief Executive's 

and/or Director of Finance and Corporate Planning's view of whether such 
actions are sufficient to correct the situation 

• the issue of timely, accurate and comprehensible advice and financial reports 
to each budget holder i.e. cash budget reports, monthly management 
accounts and monthly staffing reports; 

• investigation and reporting of variances from financial, workload and staffing 
establishment budgets; 

• monitoring of management action to correct variances; 
• arrangements for the authorisation of budget transfers. 

4.5.2. Each budget holder is responsible for ensuring that: 

• any likely overspending is not incurred without the prior consent of the Chief 
Executive or Director of Finance and Corporate Planning; 

• the amount provided in the approved budget is not used in whole or in part for 
any purpose other than that specifically authorised subject; 

• no permanent or other employees are appointed without the approval of the 
Workforce Development Group as per its terms of reference, other than those 
provided for within the available resources and staffing establishment as 
approved by the Board. 
 

• Budget holders may also need to seek approval for certain categories of 
expenditure from DHSC and Cabinet Office as set out in Appendix A before 
incurring such expenditure.  Advice should be sought from the HR/OD or 
Procurement teams for these categories of expenditure. 

 
 

4.6. Capital expenditure 

The general rules applying to delegation and reporting shall also apply to capital 
expenditure. 
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4.7. Monitoring returns 

The Chief Executive is responsible for ensuring that the appropriate monitoring forms 
are submitted to the requisite monitoring organisation. 

5. Annual report and accounts 

5.1. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning, on behalf of the Chief Executive as 
Accounting Officer and NHS Resolution, shall prepare the Annual Report and accounts, 
signed by the Accounting Officer and certified by the Comptroller and Auditor General 
 

5.2. The Annual Report and accounts including any financial returns shall be prepared in 
accordance with the guidance given by DHSC, HM Treasury, and NHS Resolution’s 
accounting policies. The Annual Report and accounts shall be laid before Parliament, in 
accordance with the Accounts Directions and the timetable prescribed by DHSC. 

6. Bank and GBS 

6.1. General 

6.1.1. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning is responsible for managing NHS 
Resolution’s banking arrangements and for advising the Board on the provision of 
banking services and operation of accounts. This advice will take into account 
guidance issued by DHSC and Managing Public Money published by HM 
Treasury. This guidance recommends only using commercial accounts where the 
required services are not provided by the Government Banking Service (GBS) or 
where better value for money for the Exchequer overall can be demonstrated. 

6.1.2. The Board shall approve the banking arrangements. 

6.2. Bank and GBS Accounts 

The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning is responsible for: 
• establishing bank accounts operated via the Government Banking Service 
• establishing separate bank accounts for NHS Resolution’s individual schemes 
• ensuring payments made from bank or GBS accounts do not exceed the 

amount credited to the account except where arrangements have been made 
• reporting to the Board all arrangements made with NHS Resolution’s bankers 

for accounts to be overdrawn 
• monitoring compliance with DHSC guidance on the level of cleared funds. 

6.3. Banking procedures 

6.3.1. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning will prepare detailed instructions 
on the operation of bank and GBS accounts which must include: 

• the conditions under which each bank and GBS account is to be operated 
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• maintenance of bank balances at levels consistent with the requirement that 
accounts operated on a single signature should not be overdrawn and 

• those authorised to sign cheques or other orders drawn on NHS Resolution’s 
accounts. 

6.3.2. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning must advise NHS Resolution’s 
bankers in writing of the conditions under which each account will be operated. 

7. Income, fees, security of cash, cheques and other negotiable instruments 

7.1. Income system 

7.1.1. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning is responsible for designing, 
maintaining and ensuring compliance with systems for the proper recording, 
invoicing, collection and coding of all monies due 

7.1.2. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning is also responsible for the 
prompt banking of all monies received. 

7.2. Fees and charges 

7.2.1. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning is responsible for approving and 
regularly reviewing the level of all fees and charges and ensuring that these are in 
line with HM Treasury guidelines on Fees and Charges. Independent professional 
advice on matters of valuation must be taken as necessary. 

7.2.2. All employees must inform the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning 
promptly of money due arising from transactions which they initiate/ deal with, 
including all contracts, leases, tenancy agreements and other transactions. 

7.2.3. Separate bank accounts or GBS Accounts must be maintained for 

• the receipt of allocations, the payment of administration costs relating to the 
management of NHS Resolution and the payment of expenditure incurred by 
NHS Resolution on behalf of the Department 

• the receipt of members’ contributions and loans from approved lenders (re: 
section 9 of NHS Resolution Framework Document, Delegations and Financial 
Management), the payments towards NHS Resolution’s costs of managing 
claims and payment of settlements and related legal costs; 
 

• the payment of the inherited liabilities and sub-contracted costs related to the 
management of the claims arising from RHA, DHSC Clinical and DHSC non-
clinical liabilities; 

• the payment of the liabilities and costs related to the management of the 
claims under the ELS scheme; 

7.3. Debt recovery 

7.3.1. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning is responsible for the appropriate 
recovery action on all outstanding debts.  
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7.3.2. Income not received should be dealt with in accordance with losses procedures. 

7.3.3. Overpayments should be detected (or preferably prevented) and recovery 
initiated. 

7.4. Security of cash, cheques and other negotiable instruments 

7.4.1. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning is responsible for: 

• approving the form of all receipt books, agreement forms, or other means of 
officially acknowledging or recording monies received or receivable; 

• ordering and securely controlling any such stationery; 
• the provision of adequate facilities and systems for employees whose duties 

include collecting and holding cash, including the provision of safes or lockable 
cash boxes, the procedures for keys, and for coin operated machines; and 

• prescribing systems and procedures for handling cash and negotiable 
securities on behalf of NHS Resolution. 

7.4.2. Official money shall not under any circumstances be used for the encashment of 
private cheques. 

7.4.3. All cheques, postal orders, cash etc, shall be banked intact. Disbursements shall 
not be made from cash received, except under arrangements approved by the 
Director of Finance and Corporate Planning. 

7.4.4. The holders of safe keys shall not accept unofficial funds for depositing in their 
safes unless such deposits are in special sealed envelopes or locked containers. 
It shall be made clear to the depositors that NHS Resolution is not to be held 
liable for any loss, and written indemnities must be obtained from the organisation 
or individuals absolving NHS Resolution from responsibility for any loss. 

8. Tendering and contracting procedure 

As a Public Sector body, NHS Resolution must ensure that all procurement and contracting 
activity meets the requirements of legislation and policy - notably EU Procurement Directives 
as enacted by the Public Contracts Regulations 2015, DHSC and Cabinet Office Guidance. 
It must also ensure that goods, works and services are procured to deliver best value for 
taxpayers 

8.1. Capital investment and other Department of Health and Social Care guidance on 
estate 

NHS Resolution will comply as far as is practicable with the requirements of the 
Government Estates Strategy in respect of capital investment and estate and property 
transactions. Strategies will be subject to the approval of the Government Property 
Agency  
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8.2. Compliance requirements for all contracts 

NHS Resolution will only enter into contracts within the statutory powers delegated to it 
by the Secretary of State and must comply with: 

• NHS Resolution’s Standing Orders and Standing financial instructions 

• Public Procurement Regulations 

• Any relevant directions including the Government Functional Standard GovS 004: 

Property 

• HM Treasury and Cabinet Office spend controls 

• DHSC ALB Schedule of Delegations 

• Where appropriate contracts must be in or embody the same terms and conditions 
of contract as was the basis on which tenders or quotations were invited 

• In all contracts made by NHS Resolution, NHS Resolution must endeavour to 
obtain best value for money by use of all systems in place, and establish 
appropriate management controls at individual contract level. 

• Contracts should be for an appropriate period that is likely to maximise value for 
money. This would mean a contract being for a relatively short period where the 
product or service being bought is subject to significant price fluctuations and the 
costs of switching provider are not significant compared to the savings that could be 
achieved. Alternatively a contract may be for a longer period of time where the 
costs of switching to a new provider, including disruption to the business, are likely 
to be significant, or where the supplier is required to invest significant sums of 
capital in order to deliver the contract. 

8.3. Cabinet office efficiency controls and centralised category procurement 

8.3.1. Mandatory efficiency controls stipulate that certain categories of expenditure need 
approval by external bodies prior to making any commitment. Managers wishing 
to incur expenditure falling into these categories, which are detailed in the NHS 
Resolution Procurement Policy and Manual, must adhere to the expenditure 
controls that are in operation 

8.3.2. The Efficiency controls cover: 

• Advertising, marketing and communications 

• Commercial Control, and dispute disclosure ICT 

• Digital and technology, including ID assurance Procurement 

• Consultancy 

• Property, including facilities management (FM) 

• Redundancy and compensation 

• External recruitment  
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• Learning and development (Civil Service Learning)  

• Efficiency controls require that certain categories of expenditure obtain DHSC 
or Ministerial and/or HM Treasury and/or Cabinet Office approval. A business 
must be submitted to the DHSC Professional Services Business Case Unit 

8.3.3. The table at Appendix A sets out the NHS Resolution’s Delegated Authority as 
set by the DHSC. 

8.3.4. If spending falls under more than one category of delegation, the lower delegated 
limit applies. The ALB must follow all control processes. This includes: 

• the processes for all Cabinet Office spend controls set out in this document; 

• obtaining DHSC Investment Committee approval via DHSC whenever 
applicable; 

• obtaining Ministerial approval whenever applicable via the DHSC Senior 
Departmental Sponsor; and 

• obtaining HM Treasury approval whenever applicable. 

8.3.5. Total expenditure should be calculated to include Revenue (Administration and 
Programme) and Capital - expenditure cannot be split between budget categories 
in order to be under the delegated limit. 

8.3.6. Spending should be measured on a whole life cost basis except where this is not 
sensible, for example, ongoing annual commitments.  

8.3.7. Limits cover all new projects and proposals/announcements, even when part of a 
larger programme or payment that was provided for as part of the spending 
review or another HMT approval (unless covered specifically in writing). This also 
includes renewal of existing projects/programmes where significant changes are 
being proposed. 

8.4. Restricted Categories of Expenditure 

Specific HM Treasury approval is needed (via the DHSC) for any item of expenditure 
which: 

• could create pressures leading to a breach in Departmental Expenditure 
Limits, administration costs limits, ring fenced funds or budgetary provision 
voted by Parliament; 

• would entail contractual commitments to significant levels of spending in 
future years for which plans have not been set; 

• could set a potentially expensive precedent; 

• could cause significant repercussions for others; 

• requires primary legislation; 

• are novel and contentious; 

• where Treasury consent is a statutory requirement;  
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• involves spend on public private partnerships, which generally creates 
commitments beyond the current Spending Review period and requires 
complex contracting which is considered novel or contentious; 

• involves spend on a complex or non-standard commercial model (e.g. joint 
venture) for a service or Business Process Outsourcing which is considered 
as novel or contentious spend; 

• involves any negotiations or legal disputes with government’s strategic 
suppliers, this is considered as spending that could cause repercussions 
elsewhere in the public sector; 

• includes transactions which involve a HM Government deed of safeguard 
(relates to Private Finance Initiative schemes) or guarantee will also be 
considered novel and contentious; 

• Advance payments – with the exception of those arising in the normal 
course of business e.g. rent/accommodation etc, these should be exceptional 
and only considered if a good value for money case can be made. They lead 
to higher financing costs and are therefore considered novel and contentious, 
hence requiring HM Treasury approval 

• Any liability that is contingent on a future event is subject to special 
controls. This is because there is the risk of a call on Exchequer funds in the 
future, depending on whether the liability crystallises. These liabilities have 
the effect of binding the department and therefore DHSC and HM Treasury 
approval must be sought before any such liability is entered into. This 
includes guarantees, letters of comfort and provision of indemnities. See 
MPM Annex 5.4. 

8.5. Single tender actions (STA) 

Single Tender Actions should be avoided and only utilised in line with the the NHS 
Resolution Procurement Policy and Manual. 

8.6. Contract extension 

All contract extensions must be discussed with the Head of Procurement to determine if 
a valid extension clause is present within the contract allowing it to be legally extended. 

9. Terms of service and payment of Directors and employees 

9.1. Remuneration and terms of service 

9.1.1. The Board should formally agree and record in the minutes of its meetings, the 
precise terms of reference of the Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee, 
specifying which posts fall within its area of responsibility, its composition, and the 
arrangements for reporting in line with the arrangements for pay for Executive 
and Senior Managers (ESMs) in the NHS. 
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9.1.2. The Committee will: 

• advise the Board about appropriate remuneration and terms of service for the 
Chief Executive and other Executive Directors and other employees covered 
by the arrangements for ESMs in Special Health Authorities, including: 
- all aspects of salary (including any performance-related 

elements/bonuses and performance management) 
- provisions for other benefits, including pensions and cars 
- arrangements for termination of employment and other contractual terms 

 
• determine the remuneration, benefits and terms of service of all posts 

covered by the Executive and Senior Managers’ (ESM) pay framework in line 
with that Framework and terms of service of ESM’s to ensure they are fairly 
rewarded for their individual contribution to NHS Resolution having proper 
regard to NHS Resolution’s circumstances and performance and to the 
provisions of any national arrangements for such staff where appropriate 

• monitor and evaluate the performance of the Chief Executive and in 
discussion with the Chief Executive those Directors who are covered by the 
EMS pay framework; and 

• advise on and oversee appropriate contractual arrangements for ESM’s 
including the proper calculation and scrutiny of termination payments taking 
account of such national guidance as is appropriate. 

9.1.3. The Chair will submit a report on the Committee’s activities for information to a 
public meeting of the Board at least once a year and ensure the Board is 
informed on a timely basis of relevant decisions.  

9.1.4. NHS Resolution will remunerate the Chairperson and Non-executive Directors in 
accordance with instructions issued by the Secretary of State. 

9.2. Funded establishment 

9.2.1. The Staff resource plans incorporated within the annual budget will form the 
funded establishment. 

9.2.2. The funded establishment of any department may not be varied without the 
approval of the Chief Executive. 

9.3. Staff appointments 

9.3.1. No director or employee may engage, re-engage, or regrade employees, either 
on a permanent or temporary nature, or hire agency staff, or agree to changes in 
any aspect of remuneration: 

• unless agreed through the Workforce Development Group or other relevant 
committee; and/or 

• authorised to do so by the Chief Executive; and/or 

• within the limit of his/her approved budget and funded establishment.  
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9.3.2. The Chief Executive will ensure that there are proper arrangements in place for 
the rates of pay and terms and conditions of service for employees in line with 
national NHS and local arrangements. 

9.4. Processing of Payroll 

9.4.1. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning is responsible for: 

• specifying timetables for submission of properly authorised time records and 
other notifications; 

• the final determination of pay; 

• making payment on agreed dates; 

• agreeing method of payment. 

9.4.2. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning will issue instructions regarding: 

• verification and documentation of data; 

• the timetable for receipt and preparation of payroll data and the payment of 
employees; 

• maintenance of subsidiary records for superannuation, income tax, social 
security and other authorised deductions from pay; 

• security and confidentiality of payroll information; 

• checks to be applied to completed payroll before and after payment; 

• NHS Resolution to release payroll data under the provisions of the Data 
Protection and Freedom of Information Acts; 

• methods of payment available to various categories of employee; 

• procedures for payment by cheque, bank credit, or cash to employees; 

• procedures for the recall of cheques and bank credits; 

• pay advances and their recovery; 

• maintenance of regular and independent reconciliation of pay control 
accounts; 

• separation of duties of preparing records and handling cash; and 

• a system to ensure the recovery from leavers of sums of money and property 
due by them to NHS Resolution. 

9.4.3. Appropriately nominated managers have delegated responsibility for: 

• submitting time records, and other notifications in accordance with agreed 
timetables 

• completing time records and other notifications in accordance with the 
Director of Finance and Corporate Planning ’s instructions and in the form 
prescribed by the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning  
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• submitting termination forms in the prescribed form immediately upon 
knowing the effective date of an employee’s resignation, termination or 
retirement. Where an employee fails to report for duty in circumstances that 
suggest they have left without notice, the Director of Finance and Corporate 
Planning must be informed immediately. 

9.4.4. Regardless of the arrangements for providing the payroll service, the Director of 
Finance and Corporate Planning shall ensure that the chosen method is 
supported by appropriate (contracted) terms and conditions, adequate internal 
controls and audit review procedures and that suitable arrangements are made 
for the collection of payroll deductions and payment of these to appropriate 
bodies. 

9.5. Contracts of employment 

9.5.1. The Chief Executive shall delegate responsibility to the Deputy Director of Human 
Resources and Organisational Development for: 

• ensuring that all employees are issued with a Contract of Employment in a 
form which complies with employment legislation and NHS and local terms 
and conditions of service; 

• dealing with variations to, or termination of, contracts of employment. 

10. Non-pay expenditure 

10.1. Delegation of NHS Resolution 

10.1.1. The Board will approve the level of non-pay expenditure on an annual basis as 
part of the business planning process and the Chief Executive will determine 
the level of delegation to budget managers. 

10.1.2. The Chief Executive will set out: 

• Who will be budget managers and their scope and NHS Resolution limits of 
responsibility; 

• the maximum level of NHS Resolution limits of responsibility for all claims 
and administrative functions. 

10.2. Requisitioning, ordering, receipt and payment for goods and services 

10.2.1. The requisitioner, in choosing the item to be supplied (or the service to be 
performed) shall aim to obtain the best value for money for NHS Resolution. 

10.2.2. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning shall be responsible for the 
prompt payment of accounts and claims. Payment of contract invoices shall be 
in accordance with contract terms, or otherwise, in accordance with national 
guidance. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning will report to the 
Board NHS Resolution’s Public Sector Payment Performance on a regular 
basis.   
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10.2.3. NHS Resolution is governed by the Public Contracts Regulations 2015. The 
regulations stipulates that public sector bodies must pay suppliers within 30 
days.  

10.2.4. In order to ensure prompt payment employees are required to  

• Approve claims related expenditure on the Claims Management System 
promptly in accordance with the ‘Delegated Financial Authority Protocol – 
Claims Settlement: All Claims Teams’ and the ‘Claims Procedure Manual’. 

• Ensure that all other expenditure follows the Purchase Order Procedure 

10.2.5. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning will: 

• advise the Board regarding the setting of thresholds above which quotations 
(competitive or otherwise) or formal tenders must be obtained; and, once 
approved, the thresholds should be incorporated in standing orders and 
regularly reviewed 

• prepare procedural instructions on the obtaining of goods, works and 
services incorporating the thresholds 

• be responsible for the prompt payment of all properly authorised accounts 
and claims 

• be responsible for designing and maintaining a system of verification, 
recording and payment of all amounts payable. The system shall provide for: 

• A list of directors/employees (including specimens of their signatures) 
authorised to certify invoices 

• Certification that: 
- goods have been duly received, examined and are in accordance 

with specification and the prices are correct 
- work done or services rendered have been satisfactorily carried out in 

accordance with the order, and, where applicable, the materials used 
are of the requisite standard and the charges are correct; 

- in the case of contracts based on the measurement of time, materials 
or expenses, the time charged is in accordance with the time sheets, 
the rates of labour are in accordance with the appropriate rates, the 
materials have been checked as regards quantity, quality, and price 
and the charges for the use of vehicles, plant and machinery have 
been examined; 

- where appropriate, the expenditure is in accordance with regulations 
and all necessary authorisations have been obtained; 

- the account is arithmetically correct; 
- the account is in order for payment. 
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10.2.6. A timetable and system for submission to the Director of Finance and 
Corporate Planning of accounts for payment; provision shall be made for the 
early submission of accounts subject to cash discounts or otherwise requiring 
early payment. 

10.2.7. Instructions to employees regarding the handling and payment of accounts 
within the Finance Department. 

• be responsible for ensuring that payment for goods and services is only 
made once the goods and services are received, (except as below). 

10.2.8. Prepayments are only permitted where exceptional circumstances apply. In 
such instances: 

• the appropriate Officer/ Director must provide, in the form of a written report, 
a case setting out all relevant circumstances of the purchase. The report 
must set out the effects on NHS Resolution if the supplier is at some time 
during the course of the prepayment agreement unable to meet their 
commitments; 

• the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning will need to be satisfied 
with the proposed arrangements before contractual arrangements proceed 
taking into account the Public Procurement Rules where the contract is 
above a stipulated financial threshold ; and 

• the budget holder is responsible for ensuring that all items due under a 
prepayment contract are received and he/she must immediately inform the 
appropriate Director or Chief Executive if problems are encountered. 

10.2.9. Official Orders must: 

• be in a form approved by the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning 

• only be used by, those duly authorised by the Chief Executive 

10.2.10. Managers must ensure that they comply fully with the guidance and limits 
specified by the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning and that: 

• all contracts, leases, tenancy agreements and other commitments, which 
may result in a liability, are notified to the Director of Finance and Corporate 
Planning in advance of any commitment being made; 

• contracts above specified thresholds are advertised and awarded in 
accordance with Public Procurement Regulations  

• where consultancy advice is being obtained, the procurement of such skills 
must be in accordance with guidance issued by the Secretary of State or 
DHSC; 

• no order shall be issued for any item or items to any firm, which has made 
an offer of gifts, reward or benefit to Directors or employees, other than: 

- isolated gifts of a trivial character or inexpensive seasonal gifts, such as 
calendars  
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- conventional hospitality, such as lunches in the course of working visits 

• no requisition/order is placed for any item or items for which there is no 
budget provision unless authorised by the Director of Finance and 
Corporate Planning on behalf of the Chief Executive; 

• all goods, services, or works are ordered on an official order except works 
and services executed in accordance with a contract and purchases from 
petty cash; 

• verbal orders must only be issued very exceptionally - by an employee 
designated by the Chief Executive and only in cases of emergency or 
urgent necessity. These must be confirmed by an official order and clearly 
marked "Confirmation Order"; 

• orders are not split or otherwise placed in a manner devised so as to avoid 
the financial thresholds; 

• goods are not taken on trial or loan in circumstances that could commit 
NHS Resolution to a future uncompetitive purchase; 

• changes to the list of members/employees and officers authorised to certify 
invoices are notified to the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning; 

• purchases from petty cash are restricted in value and by type of purchase in 
accordance with instructions issued by the Director of Finance and 
Corporate Planning ; 

• petty cash records are maintained in a form as determined by the Director 
of Finance and Corporate Planning. 

11. Capital investment, private financing, fixed asset registers and security 
of assets 

11.1. Capital investment 

11.1.1. The Chief Executive: 

• shall ensure that there is an adequate appraisal and approval process in 
place for determining capital expenditure priorities and the effect of each 
proposal upon business plans 

• is responsible for the management of all stages of capital schemes and for 
ensuring that schemes are delivered on time and to cost 

• shall ensure that the capital investment is not undertaken without 
confirmation of purchaser(s) support and the availability of resources to 
finance all revenue consequences, including capital charges. 

11.1.2. For every capital expenditure proposal the Chief Executive shall ensure: 

• that a business case () is produced setting out: 
- an option appraisal of potential benefits compared with known costs to 

determine the option with the highest ratio of benefits to costs  
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- appropriate project management and control arrangements; and 

• that the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning has certified 
professionally to the costs and revenue consequences detailed in the 
business case. 

11.1.3. For capital schemes where the contracts stipulate stage payments, the Chief 
Executive will issue procedures for their management, incorporating the 
recommendations of The efficient management of healthcare estates and 
facilities 

11.1.4. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning shall issue procedures for the 
regular reporting of expenditure and commitment against authorised 
expenditure. 

11.1.5. The approval of a capital programme shall not constitute approval for 
expenditure on any scheme. 

The Chief Executive shall issue to the manager responsible for any scheme, 
subject to any required approvals from DHSC/Cabinet Officer per Appendix A: 

• specific NHS Resolution authority to commit expenditure; 

• NHS Resolution authority to proceed to tender; 

• approval to accept a successful tender. 

11.1.6. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning shall issue procedures 
governing the financial management, including variations to contract, of capital 
investment projects and valuation for accounting purposes. 

11.2. Private finance 

11.2.1. When NHS Resolution proposes to use finance, which is to be provided other 
than through its allocations, the following procedures shall apply: 

• The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning shall demonstrate that the 
use of private finance represents value for money and genuinely transfers 
risk to the private sector. 

• Where the sum involved exceeds delegated limits, the business case must 
be referred to DHSC/or treated as per current guidelines. 

• The proposal must be specifically agreed by NHS Resolution Accounting 
Officer. 

11.3. Asset registers 

11.3.1. The Chief Executive is responsible for the maintenance of registers of assets, 
taking account of the advice of the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning 
concerning the form of any register and the method of updating, and arranging 
for a physical check of assets against the asset register to be conducted once 
a year.  
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11.3.2. NHS Resolution shall maintain an asset register recording fixed assets. The 
minimum data set to be held within this register shall be as specified in the 
Capital Accounting Manual as issued by DHSC. 

11.3.3. Additions to the fixed asset register must be clearly identified to an appropriate 
budget holder and be validated by reference to: 

• properly authorised and approved agreements, architect’s certificates, 
supplier’s invoices and other documentary evidence in respect of purchases 
from third parties; 

• stores, requisitions and wages records for own materials and labour 
including appropriate overheads; and 

• assets within lease agreements which are to be capitalised to comply with 
accounting standards. 

11.3.4. Where capital assets are sold, scrapped, lost or otherwise disposed of, their 
value must be removed from the accounting records and each disposal must 
be validated by reference to authorisation documents and invoices (where 
appropriate) 

11.3.5. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning shall ensure procedures for 
reconciling balances on fixed assets accounts in ledgers against balances on 
fixed asset registers. 

11.3.6. The value, depreciation and capital charges of each asset shall be calculated 
and applied in line with appropriate guidance from the DHSC and relevant 
accounting standards. 

11.4. Security of assets 

11.4.1. The overall control of fixed assets is the responsibility of the Chief Executive. 

11.4.2. Asset control procedures (including fixed assets, cash, cheques and 
negotiable instruments, also including donated assets) must be approved by 
the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning. This procedure shall make 
provision for: 

• recording managerial responsibility for each asset 

• identification of additions and disposals 

• identification of all repairs and maintenance expenses 

• physical security of assets 

• periodic verification of the existence of, condition of, and title to, assets 
recorded 

• identification and reporting of all costs associated with the retention of an 
asset 
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• reporting, recording and safekeeping of cash, cheques, and negotiable 
instruments 

11.4.3. All discrepancies revealed by verification of physical assets to fixed asset 
register shall be notified to the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning. 

11.4.4. Whilst each employee has a responsibility for the security of property of NHS 
Resolution, it is the responsibility of directors and senior employees in all 
disciplines to apply such appropriate routine security practices in relation to 
NHS property as may be determined by the Board. Any breach of agreed 
security practices must be reported in accordance with instructions. 

11.4.5. Any damage to NHS Resolution’s premises, vehicles and equipment, or any 
loss of equipment, stores or supplies must be reported by directors and 
employees in accordance with the procedure for reporting losses. 

11.4.6. Where practical, assets should be marked as NHS Resolution property. 

12. Disposals and condemnations, losses and special payments 

12.1. Disposals and condemnations 

12.1.1. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning must prepare detailed 
procedures for the disposal of assets including condemnations, and ensure 
that these are notified to managers. 

12.1.2. When it is decided to dispose of an NHS Resolution’s asset, the head of 
department or authorised deputy will determine and advise the Director of 
Finance and Corporate Planning of the estimated market value of the item, 
taking account of professional advice where appropriate. 

12.1.3. All unserviceable articles shall be: 

• assessed to ensure the safe removal of NHS Resolution data 

• condemned or otherwise disposed of by an employee authorised for that 
purpose by the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning 

• recorded by the Condemning Officer in a form approved by the Director of 
Finance and Corporate Planning which will indicate whether the articles are 
to be converted, destroyed or otherwise disposed of. All entries shall be 
confirmed by the countersignature of a second employee authorised for the 
purpose by the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning. 

12.1.4. The Condemning Officer shall satisfy him/herself as to whether or not there is 
evidence of negligence in use and shall report any such evidence to the 
Director of Finance and Corporate Planning who will take the appropriate 
action. 
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12.2. Losses and special payment 

12.2.1. HM Treasury retains control over certain write-offs and payments known 
collectively as losses and special payments: 

• Losses cover any case where full value has not been obtained for money 
spent or committed, including cash losses, losses due to errors by staff 

• Special payments cover any compensation payments, extra contractual or 
ex gratia payments, and any payment made without specific identifiable 
legal power for the Commission to make the payment. 

12.2.2. Any employee discovering or suspecting a loss of any kind must immediately 
inform their head of department, who must immediately inform the Chief 
Executive and the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning. Where a 
criminal offence is suspected, the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning 
must immediately inform the police if theft or arson is involved. 

12.2.3. For losses apparently caused by theft, arson, neglect of duty or gross 
carelessness, except if trivial, the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning 
must immediately notify: 

• the Board of Directors 

• the Statutory Auditor 

12.2.4. The Accounting Officer is responsible for approving the writing-off of losses.  
This has been delegated to the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning 
within relevant delegated limits 

12.2.5. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning shall be authorised to take 
any necessary steps to safeguard NHS Resolution’s interests in bankruptcies 
and company liquidations. 

12.2.6. For any loss, the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning should consider 
whether any insurance claim could be made against insurers. 

12.2.7. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning shall maintain a Losses and 
Special Payments Register in which write-off action is recorded. 

12.2.8. No special payments exceeding delegated limits shall be made without the 
prior approval of the DHSC. 

12.2.9. All losses and special payments must be reported to the Audit and Risk 
Committee at every meeting. 
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13. Information technology 

In order to ensure compatibility and compliance with NHS Resolution's IT Strategy, no 
computer hardware, software or facility will be procured without authorisation of an officer 
as appointed by the Chief Executive  

13.1. The Officer appointed shall ensure that adequate controls exist such that the computer 
operation is separated from development, maintenance and amendment. 

13.2. The officer specifically appointed by the Chief Executive shall ensure that an adequate 
management (audit) trail exists through the computerised finance and procurement 
systems. 

13.3. The appointed Officer shall ensure all requests for IT changes are managed through 
the NHS Resolution procurement change management processes  

13.4. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning shall ensure that new financial 
systems and amendments to current financial systems are developed in a controlled 
manner and thoroughly tested prior to implementation. 

14. Standards of business conduct 

14.1. Guiding principles in conduct of public business 

14.1.1. The Accounting Officer is personally responsible for ensuring regularity, and 
propriety of the public finances of NHS Resolution, and for ensuring that its 
resources are used economically, efficiently and effectively. All employees and 
contractors are expected to comply with the highest standards of behaviour, 
including: 

• Observing the highest standards of propriety involving impartiality, integrity 
and objectivity in relation to the stewardship of public funds 

• Maximising value for money through ensuring that services are delivered in 
the most economical, efficient and effective way, within available resources, 
and with independent validation of performance achieved wherever 
practicable. Value for money is not the lowest price: it is the optimal 
combination of costs and quality to meet NHS Resolution’s requirements 

• Being accountable to Parliament and individual citizens for the activities of 
NHS Resolution, their stewardship of public funds and the extent to which 
key performance targets and objectives have been met 

14.1.2. The Director of Finance and Corporate Planning shall ensure that all staff are 
made aware of NHS Resolution policy on acceptance of gifts and other 
benefits in kind by staff.  

14.1.3. The standards expected of staff are set out in the staff policies, such as the 
Anti-Fraud, Bribery and Corruption Fraud Policy, the Freedom to Speak Up 
Policy and Conflicts of Interest policy, all of which are available on the intranet.  
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14.1.4. NHS Resolution will not tolerate any sort of fraud or corruption. The aim of the 
policy is to ensure that all members of staff (including secondees, contractors 
and agency staff) are aware of what is expected of them and the action that 
will be taken if fraud is committed. 

14.2. Contact with contractors and suppliers 

All employees who are in contact with suppliers and contractors or are authorised to 
sign Purchase Orders, or place contracts for goods, materials or services, must 
adhere to professional standards. 

14.3. Avoiding favouritism 

14.3.1. Fair and open competition between prospective contractors or suppliers for 
contracts is a requirement of NHS Resolution and Public Procurment 
Regulationsfor Works and Supplies.  

14.3.2. This means that: 

• No private, public or voluntary organisation or company which may bid for 
business must be given any advantage over its competitors, such as 
advance notice of requirements. This applies to all potential contractors, 
whether or not there is a relationship between them and the employer, such 
as a long-running series of previous contracts. 

• Each new contract must be awarded solely on merit, taking into account the 
requirements and the ability of the contractors to fulfil them. 

• No special favour is shown to current or former employees or their close 
relatives or associates in awarding contracts to private or other businesses 
run by them or employing them in a senior or relevant employee capacity. 
Contracts may be awarded to such businesses where they are won in fair 
competition against other tenders, but scrupulous care must be taken to 
ensure that the selection process is conducted impartially and that 
Employees who are known to have a relevant interest play no part in the 
selection. 

15. Retention of record 

15.1. The Chief Executive shall be responsible for maintaining archives for all records 
required to be retained in accordance with statutory requirements and DHSC 
guidelines. Information Asset Owners have delegated responsibility for carrying out 
this responsibility on the Chief Executive’s behalf. 

15.2. The legacy hard copy records held in archives must be capable of retrieval by 
authorised Persons. 

15.3. NHS Resolution's records are kept to: 

15.3.1. Meet current and future business needs;  
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15.3.2. Comply with statutory, legal and corporate governance best practice 
requirements; 

15.3.3. Ensure that the way we manage records is documented, understood and 
implemented; and 

15.3.4. Meet the reasonable current and future needs of internal and external 
stakeholders. 

15.4. Records that are no longer required are eliminated as early as possible in an 
authorised and systematic manner. 

15.5. The Information Asset Owner is responsible for ensuring the destruction process is 
followed and that records are reviewed and logged before destruction. 

16. Risk management and insurance 

16.1. Programme of Risk management 

16.1.1. The Chief Executive shall ensure that NHS Resolution has a programme of 
risk management, in accordance with current DHSC assurance framework 
requirements, which must be approved and monitored by the Board. 

16.1.2. The programme of risk management shall include: 

• a process for identifying and quantifying risks and potential liabilities; 

• engendering among all levels of staff a positive attitude towards the control 
of risk; 

• management processes to ensure all significant risks and potential liabilities 
are addressed including effective systems of 

• internal control, cost effective insurance cover, and decisions on the 
acceptable level of retained risk; 

• contingency plans to offset the impact of adverse events; 

• audit arrangements including; internal audit, clinical audit, health and safety 
review; 

• a clear indication of which risks shall be insured; 

• arrangements to review the risk management programme. 
The existence, integration and evaluation of the above elements will assist in 
providing a basis to make a statement on the effectiveness of the system of 
internal control within the Annual Report and Accounts as required by current 
DHSC guidance. 
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17. Equality impact assessment 

As part of its development, this policy and its impact on equality have been reviewed in line 
with NHS Resolution’s Equality Scheme and Equal Opportunities Policy and no detriment 
was identified. The purpose of the assessment is to minimise and if possible remove any 
disproportionate impact on employees on the grounds of race, sex, disability, age, sexual 
orientation or religious belief. No detriment was identified. 

18. Sustainable development 

The Board, directors and all employees will have regard for the Department of Health and 
Social Care guidance and NHS Resolution’s strategies’ on sustainable development in 
relation to all its financial decisions and assess the impact of all financial decisions in 
relation to their impact on meeting NHS Resolution’s sustainable development objectives. 

19. Document control 

Date Author Version Reason for change 

February 2018 Evelyn Lucien V3.0 Rebranding 

June 2019 Sara Pollock DraftV1.1 Fraud and Corruption section on page 9 
updated following advice from LCFS 

July 2019 Catherine 
O’Sullivan DraftV1.1 

Update of areas of responsibility, in particular 
recognising the Director of Finance and 
Corporate Planning does not sign off IT spend 

October 2019 SMT DraftV1.2 Review by SMT 

October 2019 Catherine 
O’Sullivan DraftV2.0 Inclusion of DHSC delegation of claims limits 

to NHS Resolution (page 5) 

October 2019 ARC Draft V3.0 Review by ARC 

November 2019 Board V4.0 Approved by Board 

August 2022 Catherine 
O’Sullivan Draft V5.1 

Updated to reflect DHSC ALB Schedule of 
Delegations issues May 2022 and other minor 
amendments since the last review in 2019 

August 2022 SMT Draft V5.1 Review by SMT 

September 2022 Board V5.0 Approved by Board 
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Appendix A 

NHS Resolution’s Delegated Authority issued by DHSC 

Control 
Type 

Limit Expenditure Type Approvals Required 

DHSC £22m All payments relating to 
clinical negligence and 
personal injury, administered 
by NHS Resolution 

High value claims (defined as over £22m) 
NHS Resolution (NHSR) is required to submit the proposed settlement of all claims 
valued over £22m (in damages) to the Senior Sponsor Team for DHSC approval. A 
pipeline of high value claims due for settlement should be submitted to the Senior 
Sponsor Team on a regular basis. 
 
Novel, contentious, repercussive claims 
● All novel, contentious and/or repercussive spend requires HMT approval. 
● NHSR is required to report any claims identified by them as having a novel, 

contentious and/or repercussive (NCR) dimension as soon as they are identified 
and to submit a pipeline of NCR claims to the Sponsor Team on a regular basis 

● NHSR should provide the following documentation to support DHSC’s 
consideration of an NCR case and if deemed appropriate, the request from DHSC 
for HMT approval: NHSR report on the facts of the case and the NCR dimension, 
Counsel’s Advice or other relevant expert reports (where applicable) and Panel 
Solicitor’s Report (where applicable). 

 
Definition of novel, contentious, repercussive in relation to clinical 
negligence/personal injury: 
There is no standard definition of ‘novel and contentious’. However, the following list 
can be used as a broad guide, but it is not intended to be exhaustive: 
● if the settlement may set a precedent for future clinical negligence settlements 
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● if the settlement could have repercussions for future clinical negligence 
settlements, including elsewhere in the public sector 

● if the settlement of a particular action is likely to make other actions more difficult 
to defend or to increase the likelihood that other potential plaintiffs will decide to 
start litigation 

● if the settlement includes unusual or uncommon elements that have not been 
done before 

● if the settlement deviates from normal accepted practice and responsibilities 
● if the settlement breaks significant new ground on which HM Treasury has not 

previously been consulted 
● if the settlement differs from existing clinical negligence payments policy 
● if the settlement is likely to cause controversy, opposition, or press interest 

Contentious expenditure is where there is doubt as to whether it is intra vires, regular, 
proper or represents value for money 

HMT £0 New policy 
announcements/proposals 

New policy announcements/proposals are all subject to DHSC and HM Treasury 
approval. These cases are still subject to the ALB’s notified annual budget limits and 
accountability/governance arrangements. Business Cases (Five Case Model format) 
for spend proposals within this category should be submitted to the Senior Sponsor 
and Finance Business Partner (FBP). 
 

HMT £50m Revenue projects/ 
programmes 

Below £50m - subject to the ALB’s notified annual budget limits and the ALB’s own 
accountability and governance arrangements. All ALB spending decisions should be 
clearly documented to record appropriate use of tax-payer’s money. The “Five Case 
Model” business case format is recommended best practice. 
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Between £50m and £150m - requires DHSC approval via the Department’s 
Investment Committee and disclosure to HM Treasury. These cases are still subject to 
the ALB’s notified annual budget limits and accountability/governance arrangements. 
Business Cases (Five Case Model format) for spend proposals within this level should 
be submitted to your Senior Sponsor and FBP. 
 
Above £50m - requires DHSC approval via the Department’s Investment Committee, 
Ministerial and HM Treasury approval. These cases are still subject to the ALB’s 
notified annual budget limits and accountability/governance arrangements. Business 
Cases (Five Case Model format) for spend proposals within this level should be 
submitted the Senior Sponsor and FBP. 

HMT £25m Capital projects/ programmes Capital projects/programme spend below £25m is subject to the ALB’s notified 
annual budget limits and the ALB’s own accountability and governance arrangements. 
All ALB spending decisions should be clearly documented to record appropriate use 
of tax-payer’s money. The “Five Case Model” business case format is recommended 
best practice. 
 
Capital Projects/programme spend between £25m and £30m requires ALB Senior 
Sponsor Team and FBP approval. These cases are still subject to the ALB’s notified 
annual budget limits and accountability/governance arrangements. 
Business Cases (Five Case Model format) for spend proposals within this level should 
be submitted to your Senior Sponsor and FBP. 
 
Capital Projects/programme spend above £30m and £50m requires DHSC 
approval via the Department’s Investment Committee. These cases are still subject to 
the ALB’s notified annual budget limits and accountability/governance arrangements. 
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Business Cases (Five Case Model format) for spend proposals within this level should 
be submitted to your Senior Sponsor and FBP. 
 
Capital Projects/programme above £50m requires DHSC approval via the 
Department’s Investment Committee, Ministerial and HM Treasury approval. These 
cases are still subject to the ALB’s notified annual budget limits and 
accountability/governance arrangements. Business Cases (Five Case Model format) 
for spend proposals within this level should be submitted to your Senior Sponsor and 
FBP. 

HMT £0m Of which Workforce policy All workforce policy requires disclosure to HM Treasury. 
 
Workforce policy above £50m requires DHSC approval via the Department’s 
Investment Committee, Ministerial and HM Treasury approval. These cases are still 
subject to the ALB’s notified annual budget limits and accountability/governance 
arrangements. Business Cases (Five Case Model format) for spend proposals within 
this level should be submitted to your Senior Sponsor and FBP. 

HMT £5m Asset sales Asset sales below £5m is subject to the ALB’s notified annual budget limits and the 
ALB’s own accountability and governance arrangements. All ALB decisions should be 
clearly documented to record appropriate use of tax-payer’s money. The “Five Case 
Model” business case format is recommended best practise. 
 
Asset sales between £5m and £50m requires DHSC approval. These cases are still 
subject to the ALB’s notified annual budget limits and accountability/governance 
arrangements. Business Cases (Five Case Model format) for spend proposals within 
this level should be submitted to your Senior Sponsor and FBP. Cases above £30m 
will also require approval via the Department’s Investment Committee and disclosure 
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to HM Treasury. 
 
Asset sales above £50m requires DHSC approval via the Department’s Investment 
Committee, Ministerial and HM Treasury approval. These cases are still subject to the 
ALB’s notified annual budget limits and accountability/governance arrangements. 
Business Cases (Five Case Model format) for spend proposals within this level should 
be submitted to your Senior Sponsor and FBP. 

HMT £25m IT projects/ programmes IT cases above £25m - DHSC approval. These cases are still subject to the ALB’s 
notified annual budget limits and accountability/governance arrangements. Business 
Cases (Five Case Model format) for spend proposals within this level should be 
submitted to your Senior Sponsor and FBP. 
 
IT cases between £30m and £50m requires DHSC approval via the Department’s 
Investment Committee and disclosure to HM Treasury. These cases are still subject to 
the ALB’s notified annual budget limits and accountability/governance arrangements. 
Business Cases (Five Case Model format) for spend proposals within this level should 
be submitted to the Senior Sponsor and FBP. 

HMT £300k Losses and write- offs ALBs must follow Managing Public Money Annex 4.10 and the delegated limit is 
subject to restrictions in section 8.4. Restricted Categories of Expenditure. 
 
All losses above £300k must be reported to DHSC by notifying your Sponsor team 
and FBP. 

CO £0k Advertising, marketing and 
communications 
 
 

All communications spend has to be approved by Cabinet Office and No 10, via 
the DHSC marketing team. 
 
Spend under £100k must be agreed by DHSC and your Cabinet Office account 
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manager, ahead of being submitted to No.10 for approval. 
 
Spend of £100k and above must go through the Government Communication 
Service (GCS) advertising, marketing and communications Professional Assurance 
Spend Submission (PASS) process. 
 

CO £10m 
commercial 
transaction 

Commercial control 
 
 
 

Commercial Pipeline 
 
ALBs must comply with all procurement controls. This includes: 

● use of the centrally agreed contracts/solutions by default, unless there is a 
robust reason not to; 

● maintaining a record of all future commercial spend activity costing £10m or 
more (excluding VAT) in a document called a pipeline. The pipeline should be 
updated with material changes to services which result in contract variations of 
£10m or more, this includes new activities, extensions and contractual changes. 

● Compliance with Cabinet Office controls policy, including commercial controls. 
 
Commercial Health Family Assurance 
 
ALBs must ensure: 

● Adherence to the Government Commercial Function agenda and Engagement 
with Health Family Strategic Commercial Steering Group 

● Implementation of the Government Functional Standard for Commercial (GovS 
008), including participation in the Commercial Continuous Improvement 
Assessment Framework (CCIAF) peer-review with DHSC Commercial and 
other ALBs. 
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● Accurate reporting of Health Family Commercial Metrics and participation in 
any resulting improvement activity. 

Cabinet Office Spend Control - £10m 
The current control applies to 

● any commercial transaction valued at £10m or more (excluding VAT). A 
transaction is defined as a new contract award, a contract change or variation, 
or a contract extension. This also includes the award of frameworks and 
framework calls offs; 

● any disputes with suppliers which are likely to result in a payment, either from 
or to the supplier, in excess of 

£10m (including legal costs); 
● applies to all categories of spend. 

 
For commercial transactions/disputes with suppliers over 
£10m, ALBs should follow these steps: 
 

1. Engage with DHSC Commercial for transactions for disputes; before 
Obtaining clearance from the Cabinet Office at Outline Business Case and Full 
Business Case stage – before progressing to the next stage of the commercial and 
business case lifecycle. 
 
Strategic suppliers to government: 
 
The Cabinet Office leads on key relationships with central government’s strategic 
suppliers. It has appointed a team of Crown Commercial Representatives to ensure 
effective leverage of the Crown’s position and provide appropriate direction and 

http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/strategic-suppliers
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/strategic-suppliers
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/strategic-suppliers
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escalation routes to guide departments’ engagement with strategic suppliers. ALBs 
must: 

● ensure that all contracts with central government’s strategic suppliers are 
included on their contracts register; 

● notify DHSC Commercial of any poor performance by the supplier for 
contracts valued at £100,000 or more; 

● notify DHSC Commercial immediately upon entering a formal dispute with a 
strategic supplier, regardless of the value of the transaction or contract; 

 
In cases of poor performance and/or formal dispute, whether originating from an ALB 
or supplier, ALBs must ensure the DHSC Commercial Directorate is sighted on 
remedial action plans and their implementation, and any communications with other 
government departments or public bodies. 
 
DHSC Commercial and Communications Directorate must be sighted on any 
communications or ‘lines to take’ for the media; National Audit Office (NAO); or Public 
Accounts Committee (PAC); or any other public-facing party, in advance of any of 
such communications, audits or committees taking place. This also includes 
communications with Ministers, responses to Parliamentary Questions and Freedom 
of Information requests. 

CO £0/ 
£100k 

Digital & Technology 
 
 

All digital and technology spend should be approved through existing ALB internal 
business approvals routes. 
 
Pipeline: 
 
● all digital and technology cases must be logged on an organisational pipeline 
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● the pipeline as a minimum must have the fields outlined on the GOV.UK page for 
digital and technology pipelines 

● the pipeline must be agreed and signed off at a regular internal Assurance 
Board meeting, run in accordance with the guidelines on the GOV.UK page for 
spend controls 

● all non-BAU spend over £100k for digital, and over £1m for technology should be 
assured through your Assurance Board 

● Where the spend is estimated at £10m or over, this should feature on both the 
Technology and Digital pipeline and the Commercial pipeline as noted in the 
Commercial Contract control 

 
Digital services: 
All Digital spend cases require approval from NHSX. These cases are still subject to 
the ALB’s notified annual budget limits and accountability/governance arrangements. 
 
Digital cases above £100k require approval from the Chief Data and Digital Office 
(CDDO). These cases are still subject to the ALB’s notified annual budget limits and 
accountability/governance arrangements. 
 
 
Technology: 
Technology cases over £100k requires approval from NHSX. These cases are still 
subject to the ALB’s notified annual budget limits and accountability/governance 
arrangements. 
 
Technology cases over £1m, requires approval from CDDO. These cases are still 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/set-up-a-commercial-or-digital-and-technology-spend-controls-pipeline
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/set-up-a-commercial-or-digital-and-technology-spend-controls-pipeline
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/digital-and-technology-spend-controls-version-5#get-approval-for-digital-and-technology-spend
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/digital-and-technology-spend-controls-version-5#get-approval-for-digital-and-technology-spend
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subject to the ALB’s notified annual budget limits and accountability/governance 
arrangements. 
 
 
Additional approvals that may be required 
Spend on Professional Services, Communications and Grants are subject to further 
controls. 

CO DHSC - 
£120k CO 
- £600k 

Professional Services 
(including Consultancy) 
 
 
 

VAT treatment: When comparing costs against control limits, non-recoverable VAT 
will count towards control limits (recoverable VAT will not). Therefore, the control 
thresholds, and the contract values are both inclusive of non-recoverable VAT for the 
purposes of this spending control. 
 
Cases under £120k and under 3 months in duration are subject to the ALB’s 
notified annual budget limits and the ALB’s own accountability and governance 
arrangements. All ALB spending decisions should be clearly documented to record 
appropriate use of tax-payer’s money. 
 
Cases at or above £120k or 3 months or longer in duration: 
● Business cases are required and subject to further scrutiny and control and will 

require approval via DHSC’s Commercial Assurance team and then Financial 
approval (FAP) and subsequent Ministerial approval. 

After obtaining the above approvals, contracts £120k and over in value or 3 months or 
longer in duration must be disclosed to the Cabinet Office using the online portal  
 
Disclosures to the Cabinet Office must be made where a contract that was previously 
below these thresholds is extended such that the total value / duration triggers one or 
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both. 
 
Cases at or above £600k, or 9 months or longer in duration: 
Business case required for Cabinet Office approval. Approval must be obtained at 
OBC, FBC and when amending/extending a contract. Contracts must not be signed 
without this approval. 
Once DHSC Commercial Assurance, FAP/Ministerial approval has been obtained, the 
case should be entered on to the Cabinet Office online portal  
Contract Extensions 
In the event a contract is extended such that the cumulative cost exceeds £120k or 
the contract duration becomes 3 months or longer, approvals will need to be 
sought, based on the total cumulative value. 

CO £750per 
day & 
£1000 per 
day 

Contingent Labour Bulk Recruitment Campaigns 
• Contingent labour bulk recruitment campaigns (defined as recruiting more than 

one person in a single recruitment campaign), with total costs of £500k or 
over (including non- recoverable VAT and agency fees) are in the scope of the 
bulk recruitment Cabinet Office control. Approval should be obtained from DHSC 
Commercial  

 
Contract Extensions 
In the event a contract is extended and the rate per day or duration exceeds the next 
threshold, additional approvals will need to be sought. This includes contracts already 
in scope of the controls, for example, a contract for 14 months be extended a further 3 
months. 
 
Senior Staff (SCS) level Contingent Labour 
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SCS level contingent labour must comply with HM Treasury’s rules for off payroll 
workers. Section 3.3 of HM Treasury’s Off Payroll Guidance sets out the rules. 
 
 

HMT Special Payments ALBs must follow Managing Public Money Annex 4.13 and certain special payments 
are subject to further control: 

 £0 Novel, contentious or 
repercussive 

All novel, contentious or repercussive payments are subject to DHSC and HM 
Treasury approval and must be reported via your Senior Sponsor and FBP. 

 £0 Special Severance & 
Retention 

All special severance and retention payments are subject to DHSC and HM 
Treasury approval and require sponsorship team approval before submission to HM 
Treasury. All cases, regardless of value also require Governance and Assurance 
Committee (GAC) approval. Submission to HM Treasury is via the DHSC contact  
 

 £500 Consolatory Payments Where payments (ex-gratia) are made to individuals by organisations in respect of 
incidents which do not involve financial loss and are greater than £500, they are 
subject to DHSC and HM Treasury approval by contacting your Senior Sponsor and 
FBP. 

 £95k 
(non-HR) 
 
 
£20k 
(HR cases) 

Extra-contractual, extra-
statutory/ extra-regulatory, 
compensation and ex-gratia 

The delegated limit is subject to restrictions in section 8.4. Restricted 
Categories of Expenditure 
All cases should be submitted to your Finance Business Partner, for submission by 
the FBP to HMT. 
 
 
HR related cases over £20k also require Governance and Assurance Committee 
approval.  

CO Varied Redundancy & For those not covered by the CS Compensation Scheme, (e.g. the NHS Pension 
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Compensation 
 
 

scheme) DHSC Governance Assurance Committee (GAC) approval is required for the 
following: 
 
● redundancies with capitalised costs over £100k; 
● ten or more redundancies irrespective of capitalised costs; 
● payments in Lieu of Notice (PILON) £50k or above; 
● All special severance payments also require Senior Sponsor support and HM 

Treasury approval irrespective of value; 
● financial incentive/retention payments; 
● all novel, contentious or repercussive cases; 
● change programmes/major restructuring; and 
● voluntary redundancy schemes. 

 
Confidentiality Clauses 
Accounting Officers are required to seek the prior approval of the Department’s 
Minister for any use of a confidentiality clause and then the approval of the Minister for 
the Cabinet Office in specified scenarios, one of which is a proposed payment of 
£100,000 or more (at any grade). 
 

CO £0k Property 
 
 
 
 
Facilities Management 
 

All new leases, renewals of existing leases, the non-exercise of lease break options, 
any new property acquisitions, new build developments, sale and leaseback, and any 
freehold sales as part of national property controls, regardless of cost require DHSC 
Property Asset Management Board (DHSC PAMB) approval. 
 
If the value is over £100k Cabinet Office approval is also required. Some assets 
may be exempt from controls and the DHSC Property Team will provide guidance on 
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Building Investment 

whether an asset is exempt 
 
This control applies to all new Facilities Management (FM) contracts and contract 
extensions which must be approved by the CCS FM Category and meet CCS FM 
Commercial Criteria. Approval must be sought for all new and extended FM contracts, 
regardless of financial commitment. 
 
It is essential that approval for any investment in your office buildings over £500k is 
obtained in advance with Government Property Agency, to ensure that, unless 
essential, money is not invested in buildings the Government may not keep longer 
term. Please ask the DHSC contacts for more details on the process. 

CO  Staff pay ALBs 
Staff employed in ALBs below Executive and Senior Managers (ESMs - see definition 
below) 

● Pay for staff employed by ALBs on the national Agenda for Change (AfC) 
contract is covered by the NHS terms and conditions of service handbook. 

● For staff not on Agenda for Change (AfC) terms, the annual pay review 
process is subject to compliance with the annual Civil Service Pay Guidance. 
Where this is relevant, ALBs are required to submit an annual pay remit 
proposal to the DHSC Head of Reward for approval. 

 
Staff employed in ALBs at ESM grades: 

● The annual pay review process for ESM grades is subject to the 
Government’s response to the annual Senior Salaries Review Body (SSRB) 
recommendations. 

● Approval may be required for individual ESM pay. See the “External 
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Recruitment” section below for details of approvals required for pay on 
appointment/recruitment into ESM posts. 

Other £200k Grants The Department and its executive agencies, non-departmental public bodies or other 
sponsored bodies are required to provide and maintain complete, accurate and timely 
data on grant schemes and awards, from pipeline to completion. 
 
 
As part of the grants pipeline process, grant making organisations must: 
● maintain a pipeline that lists all grant expenditure under three categories: formula 

grant, grant in aid and general grant; 
● assess all general grant activity using the Government Functional Standard GovS 

015: Grants; 
● work with the Cabinet Office Grants Function to triage pipeline spend activity – 

engaging with allocated Cabinet Office Business Partners; 
● provide appropriate approval routes/ process to re-evaluate spend activity if there 

are changes after it is initially assessed. 
 
Complex Grant Advisory Panel 
 
The Cabinet Office Complex Grant Advice Panel (CGAP) provides expert advice and 
support to government departments and arm’s-length bodies (ALBs) involved in the 
development and administration of grant schemes. 
 
The panel membership includes a broad range of senior stakeholders from across 
government with expertise in grants policy, finance, legal, audit, fraud, commercial 
models, digital delivery and subsidy control (formerly known as state aid).The Panel 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/grants-standards
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/grants-standards
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/grants-standards
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considers schemes arising from: 2019 manifesto commitments; the UK’s exit from the 
European Union; and new or contentious domestic schemes. 
 
Referral to the panel is discretionary in most instances except all manifesto-related 
schemes will be subject to consideration for mandatory referral to CGAP. The Minister 
of State for Efficiency and Transformation, or an appointed deputy, may chair CGAP 
meetings where manifesto-related schemes are being discussed. The organisation is 
required to participate in the meeting, providing an attendee at least at the SRO level. 

DHSC  External Recruitment Executive and Senior Manager (ESM) roles 
 
As set out in ALB Framework Agreements, ALBs are required to seek approval from 
DHSC's Remuneration Committee for recruiting to Executive and Senior Managers 
posts or paying above the relevant ceilings in the Executive and Senior Managers Pay 
Framework. All applications will need approval from the sponsor team before being 
considered by the 
Committee 

Other £0 Insurance Government has a presumption against the use of commercial insurance (except for 
vehicle insurance), to protect risk. The reason for this is set out in MPM Annex 4.4. 
 
Before any contract for commercial insurance is taken up a cost- benefit analysis, 
which shows justification on a cost basis, should be carried out and agreed by the 
ALB Accounting Officer. 

Other £0 Advance Payments 
(payments in advance of 
need) 

Advance payments should be exceptional unless in the normal course of business 
(e.g. accommodation/rent/training etc) and only considered if a good value for money 
case can be made. 
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They lead to higher financing costs and are therefore 
considered novel and contentious, hence requiring HM Treasury approval. 

Other  Income Subject to Managing Public Money annex 5.3 and agreement from sponsoring team 
within DHSC. 
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